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 V.11 A303-0001                       Ref SP1L – AFP001 


Bryan G Norman, B.Sc. (Est Man.) F.R.I.C.S       


Summary of Submission to Planning Inspectorate  


Ref A303, Sparkford to Ilchester Dualling  


______________________________________________ 


In addition to my own views, I also represent the views of the Parish Councils of Queen Camel, 


West Camel and Sparkford together with Hazlegrove School, relating to – 


1. The design of Hazlegrove junction.    


2. The omission of a parallel road. 


With due respect to Mr Julian Boswall’s legal opinion, my evidence shows that based on facts, 


the two changes proposed are relatively minor variations and can easily be accommodated 


within the Planning Inspectorate’s timetable and pose no threat to the commencement of 


construction in Spring 2020. 


The changes suggested do not involve any basic alteration to the 6K of the main carriageway 


and in the principle design changes could each be completed within two weeks. 


Furthermore as these changes take place well within or very close to the DCO boundary for 


which the environmental information is largely available and the estimate of completing any 


impact revisions is approximately six weeks. 


The net cost of the new construction of these minor variations is only £5M each (excluding 


contractor’s preliminaries etc.), furthermore, there will be substantial direct savings in the region 


of £9M plus further substantial indirect savings of similar magnitude.  This represents a tiny 


proportion of the estimated £171M total cost.   


I therefore, urge the Planning Inspectorate to encourage Highways England to critically consider 


my detailed evidence with a view to submitting DCO revisions which would have the full support 


of these Parish Councils and Hazlegrove School and not risk having their application refused on 


planning and particularly environmental grounds. 


To broadly summarise the points I raise relating to the two items:- 


1. The much simplified design of the junction substantially reduces the land used within the 


Registered Park from 2.6 Hectares (H) to 0.9H and uses lower ground. It avoids creating 1 


million kilometres of unnecessary travel per annum and grid-lock at peak periods caused by the 


failure of the existing design to take account of the schools traffic impact.  It is, therefore an 


environmental improvement of considerable importance and will provide a substantial direct 


savings in construction in the order of £9M, plus a further £7M indirect savings.  


2. The early construction of the missing section of 0.9K would enable all traffic to be separated 


from the construction works and allow bulk excavation material to be moved via the direct route 


of the new carriageway, on or via the unused sections of the old A303, without the need to 


construct ‘haul roads’, which would more than balance the cost of the additional road works.  
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Further substantial indirect savings are to be gained by largely avoiding the conflict of 


construction traffic with a very busy through route, thus reducing risk and keeping businesses 


open.  Most importantly the convenience to A303 users would be substantially improved as will 


the contractor’s working arrangements. 


This is the only mitigation measure that will be believed to be a ‘best endeavour’ to reduce rat-


running through local villages, which is a serious problem. 
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 V.11 A303-0001                       Ref SP1L – AFP001 


Bryan G Norman, B.Sc. (Est Man.) F.R.I.C.S       


Representation/Evidence to Planning Inspectorate  


Ref A303, Sparkford to Ilchester Dualling  


______________________________________________ 


I will be providing evidence which support the major, in principle, objections of the Parish 


Councils of Queen Camel, West Camel and Sparkford together with Hazlegrove School, in 


relation to Highways England’s design of Hazlegrove junction and the omission of a local 


parallel road from their application.  


There seems to be a complete misconception about the magnitude of these proposed changes 


to H.E. proposals for Hazlegrove junction and the need for a parallel road. 


I would like to draw your attention to Mr Julian Boswall’s reply following my short presentation at 


the First Open Hearing on 12th December, whereby he effectively claimed that any lawyer would 


classify these as major changes and that the only option would be for H.E. to withdraw their 


current submission and resubmit. 


I was frankly astounded at this statement.  He had not seen our proposals, which became even 


clearer when he referred to a ‘dumb-bell’ design, which as you now see is not included.  I found, 


as did Mott-MacDonald that it does not work.  The actual design proposed (see BGN 6 A/B) is 


simple, cost effective, user friendly and minimises the effect on the Grade ll listed Park and 


Garden. 


In my opinion it is unusual and unhelpful to effectively threaten to withdraw a whole scheme 


without first seeing the detail of what is proposed.  I will, therefore, prove that these are minor 


variations which can easily be accommodated within the Planning Inspectorate timetable and 


pose no threat to the commencement of work on time in Spring 2020. 


This view is backed by Fairhurst who, in just two weeks were able to concept proof my 


drawings. 


Accordingly I hope H.E. will now consider the detailed evidence I have produced on its merits 


and the Planning Inspectorate will allow, if appropriate, specific issue hearings on these two 


matters to be scheduled. 


I am willing to discuss and explain the basis of my proposals with Mott-MacDonald and 


Highways England at any time.  


In my opinion these minor variations are easily absorbed within both the P.I. and H.E. 


timetables, as little change to the 6km of the main carriageway is involved, the minor 


adjustments are mainly to slip road locations.  The main design work involved would take 


approximately two weeks for each item as Fairhurst have already proved and further 


environmental investigations should be completed within six weeks as most of this information is 


available and the areas concerned a largely within the DCO boundary. 
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The net cost of construction of the revised junction is approximately £5m (excluding contractor’s 


overhead and profit) a tiny percentage of the £171m total.  There are also considerable savings 


to be achieved for the tax payer in the region of £9m by substituting my design for the current 


H.E. proposal, plus further substantial indirect savings by eliminating the excess one million 


kilometres per annum. 


The net cost of new construction to achieve a parallel road is also in the region of £5m but the 


equivalent direct savings will more than cover the extra costs.  If I was a contractor offered the 


alternative to keep the parallel road, at the same price, I would clearly chose the alternative. 


The Planning Inspectorate should be cognisant that the ‘Option 1’ chosen route included a 


much simplified junction arrangement (see BGN 1). In my experience the proposed changes are 


very minor compared to those already made by H.E. when they changed the design of 


Hazlegrove junction, from the ‘dumb-bell’ solution, to accommodate 155,000 Cu M of surplus fill.  


There are a number of much cheaper alternative ways to dispose of this than contrive an 


expensive road system that is environmentally and functionally unsound.   


These changes can, with a little goodwill, be accommodated within the Planning Inspectors 


overall programme and individually or together they will make a substantial improvement to the 


overall scheme.  They would also provide an appreciable saving to the taxpayer and would 


receive the wholehearted support of Hazlegrove School, Historic England and the three Parish 


Councils. 


The effect of the design of Hazlegrove junction on the registered park and garden is a serious 


environmental and planning issue.  H.E.’s current proposals uses 2 ½ times more land within 


the park than the design we are proposing and should not be allowed.   


As an experienced Project Manager, I have been concerned ever since receiving the statutory 


Public Consultation document, in these two aspects, which I will now explain in more detail. 


HAZLEGROVE JUNCTION  


The latest statutory Public Consultation document is very different from the preferred route 


announcement and the earlier public consultation document on the choice between routes 1 & 


2.  In particular, the latest junction design bears little resemblance to those put forward on Page 


85 of the ‘Technical Appraisal Report’ (TAR) or to that envisaged in the 1995 approved design. 


I attach copies of these drawings marked BGN1 and BGN 2.  


Having regard to the unusual design, I believe unique throughout the UK trunk network, and its 


excessive use of land, particularly in the Grade II listed Park and Gardens at Hazlegrove.  


Together with information derived from a Traffic Survey in Queen Camel High Street, carried out 


in 2017, it was clear that further detailed investigations were necessary.  


These further investigations proved that the H.E. proposed solution would create a number of 


serious problems –  


(a) Based on Queen Camel Traffic Survey 2017 (PF1on A359 and subsequent observations 


that the design involves a 1.12Kilometre (K) detour from the existing (retained) roundabout for 
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Hazlegrove School users and a 0.82K detour for East on-slip users. This will amount to 


approximately 1,000,000K of unnecessary travel per annum, in perpetuity.   


Furthermore, conflicts at the right turn to the East on-slip will cause grid lock at peak hours. The 


full calculations supporting these conclusions are set out in P. Farrar’s attached document 


(marked FP1). 


I draw your attention to the Road Safety Audit July ’18, in particular para 4.9.9. which states that 


‘provision of right turn facilities have been investigated but are not considered necessary due to 


the relatively low flows associated with traffic travelling West on Camel Hill link.  The majority of 


traffic will be turning right onto the East on-slip and therefore, slowing.’ 


This may be true at non-peak hours, where less than 100 vehicles per hour will meet some 220 


making this turn.  Due to the complication of the school, these figures drastically change at peak 


hours, where approximately 600 vehicles meet 280 travelling in the opposite direction, which will 


lead to vehicles backing up to Sparkford roundabout within 10 minutes. 


As this involves young children being taken to and from school by their parents, there is a clear 


safety issue, which has not been solved by the minor changes introduced following Somerset 


County Council (SCC) consultation feedback.  


Effect on Registered Park / Gardens 


(b) I attach a copy of H.E. memo (marked BGN 3) of 21.6.18 and draw your attention in 


particular to paragraphs 3.1 and 3.7 where they state “the impact on Hazlegrove Park and 


Gardens remains a key consideration and that their design requires less land within the park”.    


I have prepared a drawing (BGN 4) colouring H.E. design in green and my proposed alternative 


in orange which shows they use 2 1/2 times as much land within the park, (2.6 Hectare (H)  


together with a further 2H to the west, against the 0.94 H used by my proposed scheme).  


Furthermore, my proposal will make use of the lower ground (43 od - 48 od) and remains largely 


hidden from the main House and Garden, whereas the H.E. solution extends from 43 od to 68 


od and is much more in their direct view. 


I also draw your attention to the H.E. letter of 20/07/18 (marked BGN 5) to the Parish Clerk of 


Queen Camel confirming the strong advice received to minimise the impact on the Grade II 


listed regional Park and Garden.   


Having finally obtained access to all detailed drawings, I investigated a number of alternative 


solutions to overcome the shortcomings of the H.E. design of this junction.  Largely basing them 


on the original envisaged solutions (TAR page 85 and the1995 solution), but none that relied on 


an East off-slip being sited West of the School entrance would work.  I found that only by putting 


it East of the School entrance worked, because it halved the problem of numbers exiting the 


School.  This resulted in the design shown on the attached proof of concept drawing at 1/2500 


scale (marked BGN 6 A / B), taking detailed information from H/E Drawings 2114/2115 and for 


levels from 2066/2067.   


In order to be certain that the concept was sound and in compliance with standards in the 


manual of ‘Design for Roads and Bridges’, this concept was submitted to Road Engineers 


FAIRHURST and their more detailed drawing No.1267/1003 is attached at 1/200 scale (BGN 7). 
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(Their full scale 1/1000 drawing was handed to Dean Alford at the first Open Floor Hearing).  


The total length of 7.3m wide road is 0.49K plus 0.27K at 3.85m wide for the school, whereas 


the comparative totals used in the H.E. design is 1.7K (of 7.3) and 0.8K (of 3.85). 


A line drawing BGN 6 B enclosed shows a later variation which would simplify the changes 


involved as it utilises the design for the West on-slip as envisaged in the H.E. scheme.  


Although it reduces the subsequent return of parkland, it might be preferred to that shown at 


variation 6A? 


NMU Arrangements 


The H.E. Hazlegrove design for footpaths, bridleways involves a substantial diversion of  


WN23/10 and WN 23/14.  The resulting arrangement would divert the bridleway from the 


proposed West end of the old A303, travel 0.62 k east to the roundabout and then follows the 


road to the West, passing under the new carriageway a further 0.65K to the bridle way crossing, 


this is a very long diversion.  


It is much simplified in the alternative arrangement, whereby a 5m high x 7 m wide tunnel under 


the proposed main carriageway provides a simple and safe connection, more than halving the 


travel distance and also serves as a road connection to Camel Hill and Vale Farm thus 


simplifying the footpath connections for NMUs. It will however, involve a diversion footpath WN 


23/10 via Gason Lane to join WN 23/10 to 23/11(currently overgrown).  This will avoid crossing 


the entrance to the café and petrol station. This avoids the dangers for horses passing, if they 


do not refuse to so do, under the long diagonal tunnel next to very busy traffic with a concrete 


wall on the other side, whereas my proposed bridge will be quiet, as it will be little used by 


vehicles.   


I am aware that this involves an additional tunnel under the main carriageway but the two will 


together, cost no more than the expensive diagonal crossing used in H/E design.  


These serious disadvantages of H.E. design caused me to try to understand the basic reason 


for its choice.  I therefore, prepared approximate quantities of the excavation and fill required for 


the Hazlegrove system. Sheet 2 (marked BGN 8a) attached shows the calculation at 143,000 


cu metres.  I followed this up with similar calculations for the main highway, sheet 1 (marked 


BGN 8b) at 395,000 cu metres excavated, exceeding that needed for fill (240,000 cu metres) by 


approximately 155,000 cu metres i.e. roughly balancing that needed for the H.E. proposed road 


system for Hazlegrove.  Any excess having been absorbed by the 15m wide central reservation. 


The excavation required by my alternative scheme is approximately 18,000 cu metres and 


all is reused within 100 metres of the excavation.  


This is important since costs of disposing of fill off site is expensive.  


Whilst I accept the need to dispose of the excess as far as possible, on site, it is quite another 


thing to build an environmentally unsound and user unfriendly and expensive road system to 


disguise the problem.  


The excess could be simply spread without the need to extensively contour, consolidate and 


drain to construct a road system. Alternatively, perhaps the area of 5.7 H around Pepper Hill 
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Copse which is intended to be developed as woodland might be used, or, and I think 


beneficially, a bank could be created on the North side of the proposed new dual carriageway 


between chainage 4300-5100, where the land is lower than the carriageway and could contain 


up to 140,000 cu m, based on typical sections and slopes indicated by contour levels shown on 


H.E. drawings  This would be of considerable benefit, largely hiding the new A303 from the 


Registered Park and Garden.  


I, with the assistance of Quantity Surveyors have made approximate estimates of costs 


between the two schemes, showing a saving by adopting my alternative design This shows a 


direct saving of £9M plus indirect savings relating to the economic costs of the 1 million 


kilometres and although I am not aware of a formula for calculation but at least 100,000 litres of 


fuel and 50,000 hours will be lost per annum which I calculate at £730,000 pa. 


RETENTION OF OLD A303 AS A LOCAL ROAD 


I spent most of my professional life Project Managing major developments, many of which had 


highway involvement.  


If, at the beginning, I had thought that it might be possible to keep this very busy traffic flow 


away from the construction it would have been the very first thing to investigate.  In this case, 


the note on the plan from 1995 scheme (marked BGN 2) states “Proposed dual carriageway 


could be constructed alongside the existing A 303 which would then remain open for local 


traffic”. 


Clearly what was possible in the 1995 proposals, broadly holds good in 2018, which would 


inevitably make life easier for those responsible for Project Management and the Contractors 


who would be largely relieved of the problems of interrupted working.  Above all, road users 


would benefit as would local communities through a reduction in diverted traffic ‘rat running’ 


using unclassified roads through local villages. 


Indeed, I would have advised my client to proceed with planning and costing these 


“accommodation works” quickly, as it would very likely prove economic and certainly 


environmentally beneficial, as the extra cost of construction would, very likely, be more than 


recouped elsewhere, as subsequent investigations have so proved, with clear benefits accruing 


to all interested parties.  


I wish to draw attention to the recently completed H.E. project on the A 30 at Bodmin which was 


described by that project’s manager as a success, ‘finishing on time and within budget, largely 


down to keeping open the old road for use during construction’.  


The work required in order to have the benefit of a parallel road is as follows:-  


a) Design for three carriageways to pass through the two ‘pinch points’ and consequent 


realignment of main carriageway.  


b) Design and Construction of the missing section of 0.9k between ‘Traits Lane’ and ‘Howell 


Hill’.  


c) Future upgrade to ‘Expressway’ status 
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d) Other improvements that should be made for the more efficient management of the project to 


fully utilise the benefits of the parallel road.  


I attach a drawing (BGN 10) which enables a complete picture of the proposals and more fully 


illustrates its many advantages.  


On this drawing, the route of the old A303 is coloured Green the hatched green section North of 


the new will only be used until the 0.9k missing section coloured Red is brought into use, but the 


old road can then serve as a haul road. 


I will give further detail on the above, starting with (a) above –  


a). The main issue/problem for H.E. seemed to be dealing with the ‘pinch point’ at Traits Lane. 


This is caused by the need to accommodate two apparently fixed locations marked A & B (See 


BGN 10). The one on the North side is the boundary of an ‘iron age’ burial ground and on the 


South side the MOD land and adjacent wildlife site.  In this connection, I draw your attention to a 


meeting Note with H.E. @ Queen Camel on Thursday 20th June, 2018, copy attached (Marked 


BGN 5). Particularly the answer to a question ‘why would it not be possible to join up sections of 


the old A303?’ 


 Answer ‘The requirement for Crown Land in the area of Camel Hill transmitter Station 


complicated the situation and posed a risk to the scheme. In addition there would be an impact 


to a local wildlife site. Also it was said not to be possible to deal with MOD within a timetable to 


enable scheme submissions (July 2018) to ensure delivery within the current funding period.’  


Statement of Common Ground, Ministry of Defence, shows that successful negotiation took 


place, to reroute the footpath/bridleway connecting ‘Traits Lane’ to ‘Gasson Lane’ over Ministry 


land.  
I had ascertained from the operators of the Signal Station that some land (up to 4 M) next to the 


Highway could be released without affecting their operations.  Whilst this would have eased any 


problem, ‘Proof of Concept’ will show that this parallel local road can be achieved without using 


any MOD land or involving the wildlife site.  


I have again referred this detail design problem to the Highway Engineers Fairhurst to be sure 


that three lanes can be accommodated at this pinch point and without affecting the local wildlife 


site as was envisaged at the time of the 1995 plans (see BGN 2).  I submit drawing Nos 127643 


/ 1001/1002 prepared by Fairhurst, ‘Proof of concept’ in detail  


This design, prepared by Fairhurst, shows that to comply with the manual of road and bridges 


some realignment of the proposed carriageways will be required between Abt 4000 - 4800 M 


marks. This will not involve any change in the centre line levels so no additional cost will be 


involved in earthworks, but there will be the cost of an extra lane between 4200 and 4550.  


The design criteria in the ‘Manual of Road and Bridges, however, allows for an acceptable 


narrowing of the local road at this point to 6m (from 7.3).  This could be avoided, however, if the 


small section of 4.5 m by 90.0m (coloured mauve on Fairhusrt plan 127643 / 1002) of land on 


this corner was acquired from the MOD.  It would make construction easier at this point and 


enable the full 7.3m width to be maintained.   
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I recommend an approach to be made to MOD to acquire rights over this land, it is not 


necessary, but preferable, should the P.I. and H.E. decide that the parallel road should be 


included.  This small section falls within the area of a wildlife site of unimproved grasslands, 


although this classification might now be questioned.  The area of 200 M2 is under 1% of the 


total area of 2.175 H of the grassland site. 


b) A description of the missing section follows –  


The 0.9k missing link would be constructed broadly along the base of the new highway 


embankment replacing the field access tracks 6 and 7, but using approximately the same datum 


levels, be 7.3 m wide with 2.5 m verges except at the pinch point where it would reduce to 6m. It 


would drain into the planned drain which may need some enlargement.  


The completion of this missing section, most importantly could enable all the very busy traffic to 


be separated from crossing and re-crossing the works site with resultant benefits to the A303 


road users, the contractors and by reducing inevitable delays assist the local Parishes by 


reducing rat running which all anticipate would continue long after works completion at peak 


period until eventual improvements are made at Podimore junction.  


The early fast track development of the ‘local road’ for use as a temporary A303 during 


construction of the proposed dual carriageway will also obviate construction and later removal 


of some 2.5k of temporary ‘haul roads to the South and North of the proposed new carriageway.   


Properly planned in advance, this should take no longer than four months to construct with 7 


day working. 


c) Future upgrade to ‘Expressway’ status – 


As the consultation process has evolved, any reference to ‘Expressway’ status has quietly been 


‘parked’ by H.E. as contentious, yet remains a very real future part of their strategy.  Designing 


and building a dual carriageway in the period 2020 - 2023 that cannot be easily redesignated as 


‘Expressway’ without further costly works, appears short sighted.  Linking up the de-trunked 


section of the existing A303 with a relatively short section (0.9 km), in place of planned field 


access tracks, will provide an alternative route for slow moving agricultural vehicles that 


ultimately will be excluded from the A303(m) at some point in the latter 2020s 


d) Other improvements – 


The land chosen for a Works site to the West of MOD site (7/1b and 5/1b outlined in yellow on 


BGN 9) is unsuitable for such use for a number of reasons (and this applies whether the parallel 


road is built or not) -  


(i) It is steeply sloping dropping 10 metres - in 120 at the East end and 6m in 60m at the West 


end.  It will have to be terraced and tarmacked to be usable, thus loosing at least one half of the 


area to embankments and roadways. A more suitable site would be the 3.4H just to the north of 


Sparkford roundabout as it is near catering, other facilities and bus routes and could then, more 


easily, be returned to parkland on completion of the new dual carriageway. This site has not 


been allocated for such uses on any of the H/E Drawings. 
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(ii) It is the wrong side of the traffic flow, such sites should be on more level ground to the North 


of the moving traffic to avoid crossings.  


(iii) Failure to understand the value difference between ordinary grazing land and where 


attached to a dairy. This choice was criticised in the 1995 examination so I was surprised to find 


the same site allocated this time. The owner is providing more evidence relating to its 


productive capacities being ruined for many years.  


Likewise the land selected for a works site at Camel Cross is the wrong side of the works and 


should be relocated to the north where there appears to be unallocated land within the DCO 


boundary. 


The disposal of surplus fill is important and depending on what decision is reached concerning 


Hazlegrove Junction, there could be some 143,000 Cu Metres to dispose of.  The nearest and 


therefore cheapest, and I believe, the most environmentally beneficial would be to create a 


4/5m high mound along the north side of the new carriageway, between 4300 and 5100 where 


the existing land level is below the proposed dual carriageway levels. 


A parallel road will also allow South Gasson Lane and Traits Lane to be connected to the de-


trunked A303, overcoming the problems of dead-ends and HGVs in Blackwell Lane.  It will also 


overcome the associated problems related to closure of the Mattia Diner and Petrol Station and 


how to deal with problems of vandalism and unwanted occupation by travellers etc. 


One of the biggest advantages of incorporating this parallel road is that it will make the site of 


the new construction free from traffic enabling the movement of excavated material to proceed 


directly along the line of the new road base or using the now redundant A303 between Howell 


Hill and The MOD Site without the need for haul roads, which are 15m wide and 2k and 0.6k in 


length.  This will make a substantial cost saving and will be very welcome by the landowners 


and local residents, who will otherwise suffer noise and dirt disruption. Indeed I anticipate 


problems on local roads will continue long after completion of the proposed works until such 


time as improvements are made to Podimore Roundabout (i.e. proposed fly-over). 


By reducing the likelihood of traffic congestion and a big reduction in the need to make road 


closures from time to time will be important since H.E.’s arrangements for proposed diversions, 


fail to take into account the likely result on the ground for the villages of Sparkford, Queen 


Camel and West Camel. The fact that H.E. diversion proposals fail to show the many minor side 


roads (compare H.E. sheets with copies of 0/S – BGN 11) which sat-nav’s locate, shows a lack 


of understanding of the serious consequences for the villages of any closures or delays.  


Drivers just will not use the ‘official’ diversion routes. 


I attach a copy (BGN10) of a Council minute which records some of the problems already 


suffered by local residents where delays or closures of the existing A303 cause diversions.  The 


parish councils are very concerned that these incidents will be much increased during the 2 ½ 


years of construction and beyond, particularly through Wales, along West Camel Road, passing 


Countess Gytha primary / Junior School, Queen Camel High Street, West Camel Village and 


Sparkford High Street, all of which are already busy at peak periods and should be visited at 


such periods. 
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The various mitigation proposals, whilst welcome, are not effective and will not allay villagers 


and the Councils’ concerns. 


The most effective way of allaying these concerns is to incorporate the retention of a 


parallel local road. 


In the longer term this will be of value when the dual carriageway is brought up to the intended 


‘Expressway’ standard, as further disruption will be avoided and traffic types banned from the 


re-designated A303(m) will have an alternative route.  Furthermore this will avoid closures of the 


Shell Station and adjacent Mattia Diner 


With the help of Quantity Surveyors, I have prepared approximate estimates of the cost benefit 


by incorporating the parallel road into existing proposals, which show a small direct saving, but 


substantial indirect benefit relating to the reduction in allowance for interrupted working and the 


ability to keep three businesses open etc. 


The prime benefit however, will be the increased convenience for A303 users and contractors 


working arrangements and reductions in rat-running which will be of conciderable benefit to 


local communities. 
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BGN 10 Copy of minutes of QCPC Meeting 10/09/18  
BGN 11 H.E. Closure plan compared to OS map.  
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 V.11 A303-0001                       Ref SP1L – AFP001 


Bryan G Norman, B.Sc. (Est Man.) F.R.I.C.S       


Representation/Evidence to Planning Inspectorate  


Ref A303, Sparkford to Ilchester Dualling  


______________________________________________ 


I will be providing evidence which support the major, in principle, objections of the Parish 


Councils of Queen Camel, West Camel and Sparkford together with Hazlegrove School, in 


relation to Highways England’s design of Hazlegrove junction and the omission of a local 


parallel road from their application.  


There seems to be a complete misconception about the magnitude of these proposed changes 


to H.E. proposals for Hazlegrove junction and the need for a parallel road. 


I would like to draw your attention to Mr Julian Boswall’s reply following my short presentation at 


the First Open Hearing on 12th December, whereby he effectively claimed that any lawyer would 


classify these as major changes and that the only option would be for H.E. to withdraw their 


current submission and resubmit. 


I was frankly astounded at this statement.  He had not seen our proposals, which became even 


clearer when he referred to a ‘dumb-bell’ design, which as you now see is not included.  I found, 


as did Mott-MacDonald that it does not work.  The actual design proposed (see BGN 6 A/B) is 


simple, cost effective, user friendly and minimises the effect on the Grade ll listed Park and 


Garden. 


In my opinion it is unusual and unhelpful to effectively threaten to withdraw a whole scheme 


without first seeing the detail of what is proposed.  I will, therefore, prove that these are minor 


variations which can easily be accommodated within the Planning Inspectorate timetable and 


pose no threat to the commencement of work on time in Spring 2020. 


This view is backed by Fairhurst who, in just two weeks were able to concept proof my 


drawings. 


Accordingly I hope H.E. will now consider the detailed evidence I have produced on its merits 


and the Planning Inspectorate will allow, if appropriate, specific issue hearings on these two 


matters to be scheduled. 


I am willing to discuss and explain the basis of my proposals with Mott-MacDonald and 


Highways England at any time.  


In my opinion these minor variations are easily absorbed within both the P.I. and H.E. 


timetables, as little change to the 6km of the main carriageway is involved, the minor 


adjustments are mainly to slip road locations.  The main design work involved would take 


approximately two weeks for each item as Fairhurst have already proved and further 


environmental investigations should be completed within six weeks as most of this information is 


available and the areas concerned a largely within the DCO boundary. 
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The net cost of construction of the revised junction is approximately £5m (excluding contractor’s 


overhead and profit) a tiny percentage of the £171m total.  There are also considerable savings 


to be achieved for the tax payer in the region of £9m by substituting my design for the current 


H.E. proposal, plus further substantial indirect savings by eliminating the excess one million 


kilometres per annum. 


The net cost of new construction to achieve a parallel road is also in the region of £5m but the 


equivalent direct savings will more than cover the extra costs.  If I was a contractor offered the 


alternative to keep the parallel road, at the same price, I would clearly chose the alternative. 


The Planning Inspectorate should be cognisant that the ‘Option 1’ chosen route included a 


much simplified junction arrangement (see BGN 1). In my experience the proposed changes are 


very minor compared to those already made by H.E. when they changed the design of 


Hazlegrove junction, from the ‘dumb-bell’ solution, to accommodate 155,000 Cu M of surplus fill.  


There are a number of much cheaper alternative ways to dispose of this than contrive an 


expensive road system that is environmentally and functionally unsound.   


These changes can, with a little goodwill, be accommodated within the Planning Inspectors 


overall programme and individually or together they will make a substantial improvement to the 


overall scheme.  They would also provide an appreciable saving to the taxpayer and would 


receive the wholehearted support of Hazlegrove School, Historic England and the three Parish 


Councils. 


The effect of the design of Hazlegrove junction on the registered park and garden is a serious 


environmental and planning issue.  H.E.’s current proposals uses 2 ½ times more land within 


the park than the design we are proposing and should not be allowed.   


As an experienced Project Manager, I have been concerned ever since receiving the statutory 


Public Consultation document, in these two aspects, which I will now explain in more detail. 


HAZLEGROVE JUNCTION  


The latest statutory Public Consultation document is very different from the preferred route 


announcement and the earlier public consultation document on the choice between routes 1 & 


2.  In particular, the latest junction design bears little resemblance to those put forward on Page 


85 of the ‘Technical Appraisal Report’ (TAR) or to that envisaged in the 1995 approved design. 


I attach copies of these drawings marked BGN1 and BGN 2.  


Having regard to the unusual design, I believe unique throughout the UK trunk network, and its 


excessive use of land, particularly in the Grade II listed Park and Gardens at Hazlegrove.  


Together with information derived from a Traffic Survey in Queen Camel High Street, carried out 


in 2017, it was clear that further detailed investigations were necessary.  


These further investigations proved that the H.E. proposed solution would create a number of 


serious problems –  


(a) Based on Queen Camel Traffic Survey 2017 (PF1on A359 and subsequent observations 


that the design involves a 1.12Kilometre (K) detour from the existing (retained) roundabout for 
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Hazlegrove School users and a 0.82K detour for East on-slip users. This will amount to 


approximately 1,000,000K of unnecessary travel per annum, in perpetuity.   


Furthermore, conflicts at the right turn to the East on-slip will cause grid lock at peak hours. The 


full calculations supporting these conclusions are set out in P. Farrar’s attached document 


(marked FP1). 


I draw your attention to the Road Safety Audit July ’18, in particular para 4.9.9. which states that 


‘provision of right turn facilities have been investigated but are not considered necessary due to 


the relatively low flows associated with traffic travelling West on Camel Hill link.  The majority of 


traffic will be turning right onto the East on-slip and therefore, slowing.’ 


This may be true at non-peak hours, where less than 100 vehicles per hour will meet some 220 


making this turn.  Due to the complication of the school, these figures drastically change at peak 


hours, where approximately 600 vehicles meet 280 travelling in the opposite direction, which will 


lead to vehicles backing up to Sparkford roundabout within 10 minutes. 


As this involves young children being taken to and from school by their parents, there is a clear 


safety issue, which has not been solved by the minor changes introduced following Somerset 


County Council (SCC) consultation feedback.  


Effect on Registered Park / Gardens 


(b) I attach a copy of H.E. memo (marked BGN 3) of 21.6.18 and draw your attention in 


particular to paragraphs 3.1 and 3.7 where they state “the impact on Hazlegrove Park and 


Gardens remains a key consideration and that their design requires less land within the park”.    


I have prepared a drawing (BGN 4) colouring H.E. design in green and my proposed alternative 


in orange which shows they use 2 1/2 times as much land within the park, (2.6 Hectare (H)  


together with a further 2H to the west, against the 0.94 H used by my proposed scheme).  


Furthermore, my proposal will make use of the lower ground (43 od - 48 od) and remains largely 


hidden from the main House and Garden, whereas the H.E. solution extends from 43 od to 68 


od and is much more in their direct view. 


I also draw your attention to the H.E. letter of 20/07/18 (marked BGN 5) to the Parish Clerk of 


Queen Camel confirming the strong advice received to minimise the impact on the Grade II 


listed regional Park and Garden.   


Having finally obtained access to all detailed drawings, I investigated a number of alternative 


solutions to overcome the shortcomings of the H.E. design of this junction.  Largely basing them 


on the original envisaged solutions (TAR page 85 and the1995 solution), but none that relied on 


an East off-slip being sited West of the School entrance would work.  I found that only by putting 


it East of the School entrance worked, because it halved the problem of numbers exiting the 


School.  This resulted in the design shown on the attached proof of concept drawing at 1/2500 


scale (marked BGN 6 A / B), taking detailed information from H/E Drawings 2114/2115 and for 


levels from 2066/2067.   


In order to be certain that the concept was sound and in compliance with standards in the 


manual of ‘Design for Roads and Bridges’, this concept was submitted to Road Engineers 


FAIRHURST and their more detailed drawing No.1267/1003 is attached at 1/200 scale (BGN 7). 
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(Their full scale 1/1000 drawing was handed to Dean Alford at the first Open Floor Hearing).  


The total length of 7.3m wide road is 0.49K plus 0.27K at 3.85m wide for the school, whereas 


the comparative totals used in the H.E. design is 1.7K (of 7.3) and 0.8K (of 3.85). 


A line drawing BGN 6 B enclosed shows a later variation which would simplify the changes 


involved as it utilises the design for the West on-slip as envisaged in the H.E. scheme.  


Although it reduces the subsequent return of parkland, it might be preferred to that shown at 


variation 6A? 


NMU Arrangements 


The H.E. Hazlegrove design for footpaths, bridleways involves a substantial diversion of  


WN23/10 and WN 23/14.  The resulting arrangement would divert the bridleway from the 


proposed West end of the old A303, travel 0.62 k east to the roundabout and then follows the 


road to the West, passing under the new carriageway a further 0.65K to the bridle way crossing, 


this is a very long diversion.  


It is much simplified in the alternative arrangement, whereby a 5m high x 7 m wide tunnel under 


the proposed main carriageway provides a simple and safe connection, more than halving the 


travel distance and also serves as a road connection to Camel Hill and Vale Farm thus 


simplifying the footpath connections for NMUs. It will however, involve a diversion footpath WN 


23/10 via Gason Lane to join WN 23/10 to 23/11(currently overgrown).  This will avoid crossing 


the entrance to the café and petrol station. This avoids the dangers for horses passing, if they 


do not refuse to so do, under the long diagonal tunnel next to very busy traffic with a concrete 


wall on the other side, whereas my proposed bridge will be quiet, as it will be little used by 


vehicles.   


I am aware that this involves an additional tunnel under the main carriageway but the two will 


together, cost no more than the expensive diagonal crossing used in H/E design.  


These serious disadvantages of H.E. design caused me to try to understand the basic reason 


for its choice.  I therefore, prepared approximate quantities of the excavation and fill required for 


the Hazlegrove system. Sheet 2 (marked BGN 8a) attached shows the calculation at 143,000 


cu metres.  I followed this up with similar calculations for the main highway, sheet 1 (marked 


BGN 8b) at 395,000 cu metres excavated, exceeding that needed for fill (240,000 cu metres) by 


approximately 155,000 cu metres i.e. roughly balancing that needed for the H.E. proposed road 


system for Hazlegrove.  Any excess having been absorbed by the 15m wide central reservation. 


The excavation required by my alternative scheme is approximately 18,000 cu metres and 


all is reused within 100 metres of the excavation.  


This is important since costs of disposing of fill off site is expensive.  


Whilst I accept the need to dispose of the excess as far as possible, on site, it is quite another 


thing to build an environmentally unsound and user unfriendly and expensive road system to 


disguise the problem.  


The excess could be simply spread without the need to extensively contour, consolidate and 


drain to construct a road system. Alternatively, perhaps the area of 5.7 H around Pepper Hill 
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Copse which is intended to be developed as woodland might be used, or, and I think 


beneficially, a bank could be created on the North side of the proposed new dual carriageway 


between chainage 4300-5100, where the land is lower than the carriageway and could contain 


up to 140,000 cu m, based on typical sections and slopes indicated by contour levels shown on 


H.E. drawings  This would be of considerable benefit, largely hiding the new A303 from the 


Registered Park and Garden.  


I, with the assistance of Quantity Surveyors have made approximate estimates of costs 


between the two schemes, showing a saving by adopting my alternative design This shows a 


direct saving of £9M plus indirect savings relating to the economic costs of the 1 million 


kilometres and although I am not aware of a formula for calculation but at least 100,000 litres of 


fuel and 50,000 hours will be lost per annum which I calculate at £730,000 pa. 


RETENTION OF OLD A303 AS A LOCAL ROAD 


I spent most of my professional life Project Managing major developments, many of which had 


highway involvement.  


If, at the beginning, I had thought that it might be possible to keep this very busy traffic flow 


away from the construction it would have been the very first thing to investigate.  In this case, 


the note on the plan from 1995 scheme (marked BGN 2) states “Proposed dual carriageway 


could be constructed alongside the existing A 303 which would then remain open for local 


traffic”. 


Clearly what was possible in the 1995 proposals, broadly holds good in 2018, which would 


inevitably make life easier for those responsible for Project Management and the Contractors 


who would be largely relieved of the problems of interrupted working.  Above all, road users 


would benefit as would local communities through a reduction in diverted traffic ‘rat running’ 


using unclassified roads through local villages. 


Indeed, I would have advised my client to proceed with planning and costing these 


“accommodation works” quickly, as it would very likely prove economic and certainly 


environmentally beneficial, as the extra cost of construction would, very likely, be more than 


recouped elsewhere, as subsequent investigations have so proved, with clear benefits accruing 


to all interested parties.  


I wish to draw attention to the recently completed H.E. project on the A 30 at Bodmin which was 


described by that project’s manager as a success, ‘finishing on time and within budget, largely 


down to keeping open the old road for use during construction’.  


The work required in order to have the benefit of a parallel road is as follows:-  


a) Design for three carriageways to pass through the two ‘pinch points’ and consequent 


realignment of main carriageway.  


b) Design and Construction of the missing section of 0.9k between ‘Traits Lane’ and ‘Howell 


Hill’.  


c) Future upgrade to ‘Expressway’ status 
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d) Other improvements that should be made for the more efficient management of the project to 


fully utilise the benefits of the parallel road.  


I attach a drawing (BGN 10) which enables a complete picture of the proposals and more fully 


illustrates its many advantages.  


On this drawing, the route of the old A303 is coloured Green the hatched green section North of 


the new will only be used until the 0.9k missing section coloured Red is brought into use, but the 


old road can then serve as a haul road. 


I will give further detail on the above, starting with (a) above –  


a). The main issue/problem for H.E. seemed to be dealing with the ‘pinch point’ at Traits Lane. 


This is caused by the need to accommodate two apparently fixed locations marked A & B (See 


BGN 10). The one on the North side is the boundary of an ‘iron age’ burial ground and on the 


South side the MOD land and adjacent wildlife site.  In this connection, I draw your attention to a 


meeting Note with H.E. @ Queen Camel on Thursday 20th June, 2018, copy attached (Marked 


BGN 5). Particularly the answer to a question ‘why would it not be possible to join up sections of 


the old A303?’ 


 Answer ‘The requirement for Crown Land in the area of Camel Hill transmitter Station 


complicated the situation and posed a risk to the scheme. In addition there would be an impact 


to a local wildlife site. Also it was said not to be possible to deal with MOD within a timetable to 


enable scheme submissions (July 2018) to ensure delivery within the current funding period.’  


Statement of Common Ground, Ministry of Defence, shows that successful negotiation took 


place, to reroute the footpath/bridleway connecting ‘Traits Lane’ to ‘Gasson Lane’ over Ministry 


land.  
I had ascertained from the operators of the Signal Station that some land (up to 4 M) next to the 


Highway could be released without affecting their operations.  Whilst this would have eased any 


problem, ‘Proof of Concept’ will show that this parallel local road can be achieved without using 


any MOD land or involving the wildlife site.  


I have again referred this detail design problem to the Highway Engineers Fairhurst to be sure 


that three lanes can be accommodated at this pinch point and without affecting the local wildlife 


site as was envisaged at the time of the 1995 plans (see BGN 2).  I submit drawing Nos 127643 


/ 1001/1002 prepared by Fairhurst, ‘Proof of concept’ in detail  


This design, prepared by Fairhurst, shows that to comply with the manual of road and bridges 


some realignment of the proposed carriageways will be required between Abt 4000 - 4800 M 


marks. This will not involve any change in the centre line levels so no additional cost will be 


involved in earthworks, but there will be the cost of an extra lane between 4200 and 4550.  


The design criteria in the ‘Manual of Road and Bridges, however, allows for an acceptable 


narrowing of the local road at this point to 6m (from 7.3).  This could be avoided, however, if the 


small section of 4.5 m by 90.0m (coloured mauve on Fairhusrt plan 127643 / 1002) of land on 


this corner was acquired from the MOD.  It would make construction easier at this point and 


enable the full 7.3m width to be maintained.   
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I recommend an approach to be made to MOD to acquire rights over this land, it is not 


necessary, but preferable, should the P.I. and H.E. decide that the parallel road should be 


included.  This small section falls within the area of a wildlife site of unimproved grasslands, 


although this classification might now be questioned.  The area of 200 M2 is under 1% of the 


total area of 2.175 H of the grassland site. 


b) A description of the missing section follows –  


The 0.9k missing link would be constructed broadly along the base of the new highway 


embankment replacing the field access tracks 6 and 7, but using approximately the same datum 


levels, be 7.3 m wide with 2.5 m verges except at the pinch point where it would reduce to 6m. It 


would drain into the planned drain which may need some enlargement.  


The completion of this missing section, most importantly could enable all the very busy traffic to 


be separated from crossing and re-crossing the works site with resultant benefits to the A303 


road users, the contractors and by reducing inevitable delays assist the local Parishes by 


reducing rat running which all anticipate would continue long after works completion at peak 


period until eventual improvements are made at Podimore junction.  


The early fast track development of the ‘local road’ for use as a temporary A303 during 


construction of the proposed dual carriageway will also obviate construction and later removal 


of some 2.5k of temporary ‘haul roads to the South and North of the proposed new carriageway.   


Properly planned in advance, this should take no longer than four months to construct with 7 


day working. 


c) Future upgrade to ‘Expressway’ status – 


As the consultation process has evolved, any reference to ‘Expressway’ status has quietly been 


‘parked’ by H.E. as contentious, yet remains a very real future part of their strategy.  Designing 


and building a dual carriageway in the period 2020 - 2023 that cannot be easily redesignated as 


‘Expressway’ without further costly works, appears short sighted.  Linking up the de-trunked 


section of the existing A303 with a relatively short section (0.9 km), in place of planned field 


access tracks, will provide an alternative route for slow moving agricultural vehicles that 


ultimately will be excluded from the A303(m) at some point in the latter 2020s 


d) Other improvements – 


The land chosen for a Works site to the West of MOD site (7/1b and 5/1b outlined in yellow on 


BGN 9) is unsuitable for such use for a number of reasons (and this applies whether the parallel 


road is built or not) -  


(i) It is steeply sloping dropping 10 metres - in 120 at the East end and 6m in 60m at the West 


end.  It will have to be terraced and tarmacked to be usable, thus loosing at least one half of the 


area to embankments and roadways. A more suitable site would be the 3.4H just to the north of 


Sparkford roundabout as it is near catering, other facilities and bus routes and could then, more 


easily, be returned to parkland on completion of the new dual carriageway. This site has not 


been allocated for such uses on any of the H/E Drawings. 
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(ii) It is the wrong side of the traffic flow, such sites should be on more level ground to the North 


of the moving traffic to avoid crossings.  


(iii) Failure to understand the value difference between ordinary grazing land and where 


attached to a dairy. This choice was criticised in the 1995 examination so I was surprised to find 


the same site allocated this time. The owner is providing more evidence relating to its 


productive capacities being ruined for many years.  


Likewise the land selected for a works site at Camel Cross is the wrong side of the works and 


should be relocated to the north where there appears to be unallocated land within the DCO 


boundary. 


The disposal of surplus fill is important and depending on what decision is reached concerning 


Hazlegrove Junction, there could be some 143,000 Cu Metres to dispose of.  The nearest and 


therefore cheapest, and I believe, the most environmentally beneficial would be to create a 


4/5m high mound along the north side of the new carriageway, between 4300 and 5100 where 


the existing land level is below the proposed dual carriageway levels. 


A parallel road will also allow South Gasson Lane and Traits Lane to be connected to the de-


trunked A303, overcoming the problems of dead-ends and HGVs in Blackwell Lane.  It will also 


overcome the associated problems related to closure of the Mattia Diner and Petrol Station and 


how to deal with problems of vandalism and unwanted occupation by travellers etc. 


One of the biggest advantages of incorporating this parallel road is that it will make the site of 


the new construction free from traffic enabling the movement of excavated material to proceed 


directly along the line of the new road base or using the now redundant A303 between Howell 


Hill and The MOD Site without the need for haul roads, which are 15m wide and 2k and 0.6k in 


length.  This will make a substantial cost saving and will be very welcome by the landowners 


and local residents, who will otherwise suffer noise and dirt disruption. Indeed I anticipate 


problems on local roads will continue long after completion of the proposed works until such 


time as improvements are made to Podimore Roundabout (i.e. proposed fly-over). 


By reducing the likelihood of traffic congestion and a big reduction in the need to make road 


closures from time to time will be important since H.E.’s arrangements for proposed diversions, 


fail to take into account the likely result on the ground for the villages of Sparkford, Queen 


Camel and West Camel. The fact that H.E. diversion proposals fail to show the many minor side 


roads (compare H.E. sheets with copies of 0/S – BGN 11) which sat-nav’s locate, shows a lack 


of understanding of the serious consequences for the villages of any closures or delays.  


Drivers just will not use the ‘official’ diversion routes. 


I attach a copy (BGN10) of a Council minute which records some of the problems already 


suffered by local residents where delays or closures of the existing A303 cause diversions.  The 


parish councils are very concerned that these incidents will be much increased during the 2 ½ 


years of construction and beyond, particularly through Wales, along West Camel Road, passing 


Countess Gytha primary / Junior School, Queen Camel High Street, West Camel Village and 


Sparkford High Street, all of which are already busy at peak periods and should be visited at 


such periods. 
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The various mitigation proposals, whilst welcome, are not effective and will not allay villagers 


and the Councils’ concerns. 


The most effective way of allaying these concerns is to incorporate the retention of a 


parallel local road. 


In the longer term this will be of value when the dual carriageway is brought up to the intended 


‘Expressway’ standard, as further disruption will be avoided and traffic types banned from the 


re-designated A303(m) will have an alternative route.  Furthermore this will avoid closures of the 


Shell Station and adjacent Mattia Diner 


With the help of Quantity Surveyors, I have prepared approximate estimates of the cost benefit 


by incorporating the parallel road into existing proposals, which show a small direct saving, but 


substantial indirect benefit relating to the reduction in allowance for interrupted working and the 


ability to keep three businesses open etc. 


The prime benefit however, will be the increased convenience for A303 users and contractors 


working arrangements and reductions in rat-running which will be of conciderable benefit to 


local communities. 
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0.1 Audit Findings 


(a) The 12 hour audit was conducted over the period 06.30-18.30 Thursday 


11
th


 May 2017: 


Total recorded vehicle count 6,846 


 


(b) Directional split over the timeframe 2017: 


3,442 vehicles from A303 to Yeovil or 50.3% 


3,404 vehicles from Yeovil to A303 or 49.7% 


 


(c) Average hourly vehicle flow throughout the day 2017: 


 570 vehicles per hour 


 


(d) Peak hours traffic flows both directions combined 2017: 


750 vehicles per hour a.m. 08.00 to 09.00 


796 vehicles per hour p.m. 17.00 to 18.00 


 


(e) Traffic mix by category 2017: 


Cars, car based vans and utilities  6,005 or 88% 


Transits, high sides, coach/buses     717 or 10% 


HGV’s more than 4 wheels                100 or 1.5% 


Tractors, self-propelled farm kit         12 or 0.25%  


Emergency services vehicles*              12 or 0.25% 


Total 6,846 or 100% 


 *One ambulance in each direction used their sirens 


 


(f) Traffic count comparisons between SCC 2001 and QC audit 2017: 


2001 all vehicles counted 5,764 


2017 all vehicles counted  6,846 


Change  + 1,082 or 19% 


 


2001 HGV’s counted 96 


2017 HGV’s counted 100 


Change + 4 or 4% 
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2.0 Audit Context 


2.1 Why Conduct an Audit 


This project was initiated by Peter Farror, the resident owner of Wren 


Cottage previously known as Robinsons. His rationale was that with the 


changes planned for the A303 dualling and future proposed developments 


to the south of the A303 that traffic conditions might change and without 


baseline figures of pre-change traffic volumes no case could be made as a 


basis for new thinking if that was to be the consideration.  


 Peter Farror was unaware of the SCC plan or its contents prior to the QC audit 
 


2.2 The SCC HGV’s Management Plan 2002 


This plan addressed the issue of HGV usage of the A359 by introducing a 


weight restriction on vehicles using the route in and out of Yeovil from the 


A303. In the course of that plan’s preparation, a traffic count was conducted 


on the A359 in September 2001 between Queen Camel and Marston Magna. 


This count conducted between 07.00 and 19.00 (12 hours) identified a total 


vehicle count of 5,764 of which 96 were HGV’s. These figures compare with 


the 2017 count - also 12 hours but 30 minutes earlier from start and finish - 


of 6,846 an increase of 1,082 (19%) of which 100 were HGV’s  or +4%. 


 See p. 19. SCC Management Plan Section 4.2 Table 2 


 


3.0 Audit Purpose, Aim and Objective 


3.1 Purpose 


To establish the absolute number of through traffic movements as the basis 


for future comparison. 


 


3.2 Aim 


To record traffic movements for one hour periods from 06.30 to 18.30 or 


twelve continuous hours. 


 


3.3 Objective 


To record the total traffic movements L->R (far side) and L<-R (near side) 


identified by five vehicle groupings.  See this document item 4.4 
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4.0 Audit Methodology 


4.1 Date Chosen 


The date chosen Thursday 11
th


 May reflected a mid-week, warm weather 


and long daylight period of the year. The date picked was strictly random in 


the hope that the monitored hours would be typical of any mid-week day. 


 


4.2 Place Chosen 


Wren Cottage has frontage with excellent views in either direction up and 


down the High Street, with privately owned space to set up a table and 


chairs without intruding onto the footpath space beside the A359. Other 


properties on the High Street may have similar facilities but without the line 


of sight advantage offered by Wren Cottage. The speed limit past Wren 


Cottage is 20 MPH not 30 MPH as is the most of the High Street. 


 


4.3 Timeframe 


The audit was conducted from 06.30 all day until 18.30 providing a 12 hour 


window on the Queen Camel high street being part of the A359.  


 


4.4 Vehicle Groupings Used 


The classification of vehicles was defined with the unofficial assistance but 


consultation with representatives of the local police constabulary to see 


how they classify vehicle groups. 


 


Group 1  Cars, car based small vans (Post Office, house-to-house delivery 


vans are typical), car based utility pick-up’s (passenger cab with 


an open back, small private people carriers (for example charity 


and school owned buses) and small motor homes, caravans and 


motor bikes. 


 


Group 2 This group is large and diverse, covering transit vans, high-sided 


delivery vans, public single decker buses, coaches, wholesaler 


delivery vans and small open-backed lorries used by builders. All 


the vehicles are identified by the fact that they have 4 wheels 


including some with paired double wheels at the back. 
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Group 3 Farm vehicles, includes tractors, self-propelled farm equipment 


e.g. combine harvesters, livestock and abattoir lorries and Land 


Rovers pulling farm trailers. 


 


Group 4 Heavy Goods, these vehicles are all identified by the fact that 


unlike light vehicles, they have multiples of wheels from front to 


back. The group includes articulated lorries, cement and quarry 


product carriers. Five/six wheels each side is not uncommon. 


 


Group 5  999 Emergency Response vehicles for the ambulance service 


fire brigade and police – sometimes called ‘screamers’ if using 


sirens. 


 


4.5 Data Recording Mechanism Used  


Pre-printed A3 landscape format forms for both nearside and far side were 


manually compiled using roadside observation. Each passing vehicle was 


recorded with a line strike through a large O in the relevant vehicle grouping 


identified by both heading and each groups individual colour section. Sheets 


were collected on the hour every hour. 


 


5.0 Volunteer Auditors 


5.1 Volunteers Observations 


The auditors were invited to submit any comments concerning the process 


of data collection and their observations that might inform the gathering of 


data for future audits.  


 


Two auditors commented on the peak time car exhaust acidity in the air.  


 


Some concern was also expressed at the lack of basic high street passing 


space and therefore the potential risk posed by any two HGV’s going in 


opposite directions meeting in the High Street between the two traffic 


calming ‘pinch’ points. 
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5.2 List of Traffic Recorders 


I would like to record the invaluable assistance of the following members of 


the Queen camel community who gave up their time to record vehicle 


movements, without which this audit would have been impossible.  


 


John Calvert Alan and Sue Cole   


Paul and Marian Davis Alison and Allan Drake   


Pauline Farror  Mike & Morwenna Ford   


Ian & Sue Gare Bryan Norman   


Bernie Peach  David Perkins   


Robert Pierson Joanna Van Kralingen   


 


6.0 Other Issues 


6.1 Freight Usage of A359 as a Routing Option into Yeovil 


In conversation with various members of the village, there appears to be a 


perception that overweight lorries use the A359 as shorter route option into 


Yeovil from the A303. The audit did not attempt to identify or classify rogue 


vehicles that might meet this description. However, in contemplating 


whether or not this might be an issue, the team were able to identify 18 


legitimate purposes/reasons why HGV’s and LGV’s should use the A359 to 


make deliveries within the area between Queen Camel and Yeovil.  


 


The list, which is by no means comprehensive, helps emphasise just how 


difficult a task it would be to prove overweight lorry’s use of the A359 when 


they should not. 


 


Brewery delivery Feedstock delivery Removal vans 


Catering delivery Building supplies Milk tankers 


Quarry products Livestock vehicles Pearce Seeds 


Perry’s Recycling Sherborne Turf Fire tenders 


Wet cement delivery Bus services  Bulk straw distributions 


Heating oil delivery School coaches Refuse vehicles 
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Vehicle Numbers by Time of Day and Vehicle Group  Page 8 
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A Calculation to Demonstrate the Conflicting Traffic  


Implications At Hazlegrove Junction at Peak Hours 


2017- 2023 


 


Going North Peak Hour 


From A359 Yeovil @ 90% E 395 Source: A359 QC Traffic Audit May 2017  


Less 9%    -39 Source: Traffic Audits comparison 2001 & 2017 


Total 356  


Add McDonalds W +40  Source: Private observation 


Total 396 


Add future growth @ 7.32% +29 Estimate:  


Total 425 


Add Hazlegrove School +85   Source: Hazlegrove School 


Total 510 = 8.5 vehicles per min or 1 every 7 secs  


 


And meets:  


 


Heading East Peak Hour 


From Hazlegrove School 170  Source: Hazlegrove School 


From Camel Hill E 010 Source: Private observation 


East Slip Way E 100 Source: Private observation 


 280 = 4.67 vehicles per min or 1 every 12.8 secs 


 


NB School related movements likely to concentrate in a 30 minute period rather than 


one hour. 


 


Conclusion 


There is a huge potential for a rush hour gridlock as cars try to turn onto the East slip 


road against the oncoming traffic when directional flow at one vehicle every 7 


seconds meshes with vehicles from another directional flow every 13 seconds. 


 


 


Bryan Norman 


27.09.2018 and R 29.11.2018 


 


 


 


 


 







Appendix 3 Appendix 3 


 


 


A Calculation to Demonstrate the Conflicting Traffic  


Implications At Hazlegrove Junction at Peak Hours 


2017- 2023 


 


Going North Peak Hour 


From A359 Yeovil @ 90% E 381 Source: A359 QC Traffic Audit May 2017  


(inc future growth +7.32%)  Source: Traffic Audits comparison 20001 & 2017 


To and from school 170 Source: Hazlegrove School 


 551 = vehicles forced to travel west from 


 Hazlegrove prior to going East  


A303 Esso/McDonalds 


Fuel and food visitors E 040 = vehicles per hour 


 591   = 9.85 vehicles per minute or  


 = 1 vehicle every 6.1 seconds 


  


Heading East Peak Hour 


From Hazlegrove School 170  Source: Hazlegrove School 


From Camel Hill E 010 Source: Private observation 


East Slip Way E 100 Source: Private observation 


 280 = 4.6 vehicles per minute or 


 = 1 vehicle every 13 seconds 


 


NB School related movements likely to concentrate in a 30 minute period rather than 


one hour. 


 


Conclusion 


There is a huge potential for a rush hour gridlock as cars try to turn onto the East slip 


road against the oncoming traffic when directional flow at one vehicle every 6.1 


seconds meshes with vehicles from another directional flow every 13 seconds. 


 


 


Bryan Norman 


28.07.2018 E = Estimate 


R 27.09.2018 


 


 








ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT A303 HAZLEGOVE ROUNDABOUT 
ASSESSMENT OF HIGHWAY’S ENGLAND DUALLING PROPOSAL 


 


This paper demonstrates a calculation to model the additional total kilometres travelled by 


A359/A303 users as a result of not adopting the system preferred by Queen Camel, West 


Camel, and Sparkford Parish Councils and its impact on the 2,000 residents dwelling beside 


the Sparkford to Ilminster dualling scheme corridor. 


 


1) Traffic (to/from) Hazlegrove School  Source: Numbers supplied by school 


Per Annum Car Trips x Days x Weeks x No. of Cars Total Trips 


Parents 2 6 36 120 51,840 


Staff 1 6 40 59 14,160 


Services 1.5 6 50 50 22,500 


Boarder Visits --- --- --- --- 2,000 


Total     90,500 


 Say 100,000 


 


2) A303 from Queen camel Data: Traffic Audit Report A359 High St. Queen Camel May 2017 


Total movements p.a. est. 2,227,600 of which half are heading north  1,113,800 


Less allowance for Hazlegrove school 22,500 


 Total 1,091,300 


From further surveys conducted at Hazlegrove roundabout it was established that 10% of 


the vehicles observed and counted turn west. Therefore 90% = 982,170 


 


3) Traffic Projection 


Adjust to allow for traffic growth projections from 2017 – 2023 @ a growth rate of 1.180% 


p.a. based on figures taken from the 2001 and 2017 traffic audits. 


Annual traffic throughput 2017 982,170 


Plus 6 years @ a growth rate of 1.180% p.a. +7.32% 71,894 


  Total = 1,054,064 


Highways England east access sip road ‘there and back’ to A303 0.41 x2 = 0.82k 


Total kilometres incurred therefore 1,051,707 x 0.82k  = 864,333 


Plus Hazlegrove School component 90,500 x 1.12 k = 101,360 


Total 965,693 


 Say 1,000,000 


July 2018 








Data Collected:   11/05/2017  QUEEN CAMEL A359 TRAFFIC COUNT Location: Wren Cottage, High Street, Queen Camel 


Direction of Traffic: Far-side (L>R) A303 to Yeovil 


START TIMES 06.30 |   07.00 |   08.00 |  09.00 |  10.00 |  11.00 |  12.00 | 13.00 | 14.00 |  15.00 |  16.00 |  17.00 | 18.00-30 | TOTAL | Share % 


Cars, Car-vans 47 | 223 | 366 | 262 | 227 | 217 | 220| 191 | 211 | 250 | 336 | 361 | 143 | 3,054 | 88.7 


HGV & Artic’s 2 | 4 | 9 | 3 | 6 | 5 | 6 | 3 | 8 | 4 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 54 | 1.6 


Transit/High Side 1 | 50 | 38 | 28 | 22 | 8 | 2 | 22 |  32 |  33 | 34 | 38 | 14 | 322 | 9.4 


Farm Equip. --| -- | -- | -- | 2 | 1 | -- | 1 |  -- |  -- | -- | -- | 1 | 5 | 0.1 


999 Vehicles -- | -- | 1 | -- | 1 |  -- | 2 |  1 |  -- |  -- | 1 | 1 | -- | 7 | 0.2 


Total L >R 50 | 277 | 414 | 293 | 258 | 231| 230 | 218 |  251 | 287 | 373 | 401 | 159 |  3,442 | 100 


Direction of Traffic: Nearside (L<R) Yeovil to A303 


START TIMES 06.30 |  07.00 |  08.00 |  09.00 |  10.00 |  11.00 |  12.00 | 13.00 | 14.00 |  15.00 |  16.00 |  17.00 | 18.00-30 | TOTAL |Share % 


Cars, Car-vans 71 | 215 | 285 | 206 | 202 | 205 | 238 | 233 | 216 | 316 | 290 | 360 | 114 |  2,951 | 86.7 


HGV & Artic’s 3 | 3 | 9 | 3 | 3 | 3 | 8 | 7 | 3 | 1 | 3 | -- | -- | 46 | 1.4 


Transit/High Side 10 | 55 | 42 | 49 | 29 | 11 | 15 | 35 | 29 | 38 | 37 | 35 | 10 | 395 | 11.6 


Farm Equip. -- | -- | -- | 1 | 2 | 2 | 1 | -- | -- | 1 | -- | -- | -- | 7 | 0.2 


999 Vehicles -- | -- | -- | 2 | -- | -- | -- | 1 | 1 | -- | -- | -- | 1 | 5 | 0.1 


Total L<R 84 | 273| 336 | 261 | 236 | 221 | 262 | 276 | 249 | 356 | 330 | 395 |  124 | 3,404 | 100 


COMBINED 134 | 550| 750 | 554 | 494 | 452  | 492 | 494 | 500 | 643 | 703 | 796 | 284 | 6,846 | 
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An alternative proposal for the Hazlegrove A303/A359 


junction submitted by the 3 corridor Parish Councils 
Ref: A303 Sparkford to Ilchester Corridor Dualling Scheme  
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This alternative proposal for the A303/A359 Hazlegrove junction has been prepared on behalf of the 


three Sparkford to Ilminster corridor Parish Councils representing some 2,000 residents located 


parallel and south of the proposed Highways England A303/A358 dualling scheme  


 
Proposal Prepared By: Bryan Norman BSc Est. Man. FRICS 


Documentation Assembled By: Peter Farror MA, MCAM 10/10/2018 
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Context Hazlegrove Roundabout Alternative Proposal 


  


 This alternative proposal has been prepared and is submitted on behalf of 


the Parish Councils of Queen Camel, Sparkford and West Camel and 


Hazlegrove School for your consideration as a more pragmatic solution to 


the Highways England Hazlegrove junction design. The Councils do not have 


the resources at Highways England’s disposal but believe the case is made 


from our independently conducted researches for the design to be 


reconsidered. 
 


Based on the Traffic Audit Report A359, High Street Queen Camel (See 


pages 4 and 5) and subsequent further supplementary work this alternative 


proposal offers the following benefits: 
 


1) Using Highways England back and forth design, we calculate that the total 


vehicle movements coming from Yeovil/Hazlegrove School per annum and 


wishing to go east on the A303 will incur nearly 1,000,000k of unnecessary 


travel. See page  
 


2) We believe Highways England’s design will create a very significant risk of 


gridlock at the Hazlegrove roundabout as the traffic heading turning West 


onto the new ‘slip-on’ road in order to go East is confronted with traffic 


from the East ‘slip-off’ road and from Hazlegrove school.  
 


3) There is the prospect of an unnecessary new rat run being created as 


local traffic wishing to avoid using the Highways England long slip road 


approach to go east on the A303 will instead continue on the A359 through 


Sparkford and on to either the Haynes or Chapel Cross A303 access points 


with the inevitable increase in environmental damage.   
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Research Evidence 1 


Traffic Audit Report A359 High Street, Queen Camel, 11
th


 May 2017 


This is a verbatim extract from the original report 


0.1 Audit Findings 


(a) The 12 hour audit was conducted over the period 06.30-18.30 Thursday 11
th


 May 


2017: 


Total recorded vehicle count 6,846 


 (b) Directional split over the timeframe 2017: 


3,442 vehicles from A303 to Yeovil or 50.3% 


3,404 vehicles from Yeovil to A303 or 49.7% 


 (c) Average hourly vehicle flow throughout the day 2017: 


 570 vehicles per hour 


 (d) Peak hours traffic flows both directions combined 2017: 


750 vehicles per hour a.m. 08.00 to 09.00 


796 vehicles per hour p.m. 17.00 to 18.00 


 (e) Traffic mix by category 2017: 


Cars, car based vans and utilities  6,005 or 88% 


Transits, high sides, coach/buses     717 or 10% 


HGV’s more than 4 wheels                100 or 1.5% 


Tractors, self-propelled farm kit         12 or 0.25%  


Emergency services vehicles*               12 or 0.25% 


Total 6,846 or 100% 


*One ambulance in each direction used their sirens 


 (f) Traffic count comparisons between SCC 2001 and QC audit 2017: 


2001 all vehicles counted 5,764 


2017 all vehicles counted  6,846 


Change  + 1,082 or 19% 


2001 HGV’s counted 96 


2017 HGV’s counted 100 


Change + 4 or 4% 
 


New element added September 2018  


 (g) Traffic growth rate per annum 


Period of years compared 2001 to 2017  =  16 


Period increase in the number of vehicles  = 1,082 


Average vehicle growth per annum 1,082  =  68 


 16 


Percentage growth per annum can be calculated as: 


Extra number of cars per annum = 68 =  1.180% 


2001 baseline @ 5,764 vehicles = 57.64 
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Research Evidence 1 Table Collected Audit Data 
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Research Evidence 2 


Further Thoughts on QC High Street (A359) Traffic Management 


The May 2017 twelve hour traffic Audit 2017 conducted on the High Street Queen Camel (A359) 


recorded 6,846 vehicle movements in a typical week day between the hours of 06.30 and 18.30. If 


we use this figure to gross–up annual demand we can estimate just how busy the High Street really 


is. 


A realistic estimate based on 24 hours and 7 days per week to arrive at an annual figure: 


 


Basis of Calculations: 


1.1) Days in a year 365 


1.2) Weekend days 52 x 2 104 


1.3) Working days 365 - 104  261 


1.4) Traffic counted 06.30 - 18.30 6,846 


1.5) Over night traffic @ 60 vph x12 720 


1.6) Weekend traffic 50% of 1 x wd   3,423 


 


Calculation Assumptions: 


2.1) The 12 hours recorded traffic figure 6,846 is typical of all 261 working days.  1,786,806 


2.2) The 12 hours over night is estimated at 60 vehicles per hour or 720 in total 


regardless of weekday or weekend. Therefore 720 x 365 262,800  


2.3) The total weekend traffic is 50% of a single 12 hour working day 3,423 x 52 177,996 


2.4) Total number of vehicles using A359 Queen Camel High Street per annum 2,227,602 


  


This is, I believe, a conservative and realistic estimate of traffic movements through our High Street 


which begs the question what volume should a village like ours expect with a 20mph designated 


stretch, two traffic calming measures and a single lane bridge as access at one end? 


Peter M .Farror 


3
rd


 January 2018 


 


 


PS 


Future increases in traffic will inevitably result from two major housing developments,  


765 new houses planned beside the A359 at Mudford.  Source: Abbey Manor Group 2015 


904 houses currently in-build at Brimsmore, Yeovil.   Source: Yeovil Press July 2018 


 


 


PS Revised 27
th


 September 2018 
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Research Evidence 3 


Hazlegrove Roundabout Traffic Survey  


Purpose  


To count the vehicles travelling due east and west arriving from Yeovil and Hazlegrove 


School so as to calculate the proportions going in each direction. 


 


Methodology 


Observation data based count gathered on site at the Hazlegrove roundabout. 


 


Conducted Tuesday 5
th


 June 2018 Conducted Wednesday 6
th


 June 2018   


Timed from 16.45 Vehicles Timed from12.15 Vehicles 


Direction E</>W Direction  E</>W 


16.50 20/05 12.20 09/01 


16.55 11/01 12.25 06/00 


17.00 13/01 12.30 14/02 


17.05 13/01 12.35 14/01 


17.10 19/01 12.40 09/00 


17.15 17/01 12.45 13/01 


17.20 30/01 12.50 14/02 


17.25 07/00 12.55 06/02 


17.30 32/03 13.00 14/00 


  13.05 09/03 


  13.10 04/02 


 13.15 14/03 


Total 162/14 Total  126/17 


 92/08%   88/12% 


 


 


 


Source: Location count observation recorded   
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Research Evidence 4 


ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT A303 HAZLEGOVE ROUNDABOUT 
ASSESSMENT OF HIGHWAY’S ENGLAND DUALLING PROPOSAL 


 


This paper demonstrates a calculation to model the additional total kilometres travelled by 


A359/A303 users as a result of not adopting the system preferred by Queen Camel, West 


Camel, and Sparkford Parish Councils and its impact on the 2,000 residents dwelling beside 


the Sparkford to Ilminster dualling scheme corridor. 


 


1) Traffic (to/from) Hazlegrove School  Source: Numbers supplied by school 


Per Annum Car Trips x Days x Weeks x No. of Cars Total Trips 


Parents 2 6 36 120 51,840 


Staff 1 6 40 59 14,160 


Services 1.5 6 50 50 22,500 


Boarder Visits --- --- --- --- 2,000 


Total     90,500 


 Say 100,000 


2) A303 from Queen camel Data: Traffic Audit Report A359 High St. Queen Camel May 2017 


Total movements p.a. est. 2,227,600 of which half are heading north  1,113,800 


Less allowance for Hazlegrove school 22,500 


 Total 1,091,300 


From further surveys conducted at Hazlegrove roundabout it was established that 10% of 


the vehicles observed and counted turn west. Therefore 90% = 982,170 


3) Traffic Projection 


Adjust to allow for traffic growth projections from 2017 – 2023 @ a growth rate of 1.180% 


p.a. based on figures taken from the 2001 and 2017 traffic audits. 


Annual traffic throughput 2017 982,170 


Plus 6 years @ a growth rate of 1.180% p.a. +7.32% 71,894 


  Total = 1,054,064 


Highways England east access sip road ‘there and back’ to A303 0.41 x2 = 0.82k 


Total kilometres incurred therefore 1,051,707 x 0.82k  = 864,333 


Plus Hazlegrove School component 90,500 x 1.12 k = 101,360 


Total 965,693 


 Say 1,000,000 


July 2018 
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Research Evidence 5 


A Calculation to Demonstrate the Conflicting Traffic  


Implications At Hazlegrove Junction at Peak Hours 


2017- 2023 


 


Going North Peak Hour 


From A359 Yeovil @ 90% E 395 Source: A359 QC Traffic Audit May 2017  


Less 9%    -39 Source: Traffic Audits comparison 2001 & 2017 


Total 356  


Add McDonalds W +40  Source: Private observation 


Total 396 


Add future growth @ 7.32% +29 Estimate:  


Total 425 


Add Hazlegrove School +85   Source: Hazlegrove School 


Total 510 = 8.5 vehicles per min or 1 every 7 secs  


 


And meets:  


 


Heading East Peak Hour 


From Hazlegrove School 170  Source: Hazlegrove School 


From Camel Hill E 010 Source: Private observation 


East Slip Way E 100 Source: Private observation 


 280 = 4.67 vehicles per min or 1 every 12.8 secs 


 


NB School related movements likely to concentrate in a 30 minute period rather than 


one hour. 


 


Conclusion 


There is a huge potential for a rush hour gridlock as cars try to turn onto the East slip 


road against the oncoming traffic when directional flow at one vehicle every 7 


seconds meshes with vehicles from another directional flow every 13 seconds. 


 


 


Bryan Norman 


27.09.2018 and R 29.11.2018 
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